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l Introduction

Charles Magnus was one of the most prolific American printers of ephem-
era during the late nineteenth century. A native of Germany, Magnus 
enjoyed a creative career in New York City 

from around 1850, soon after he immigrated, until 
1900, when he died. During that half century, he 
was in some ways simply a job printer, producing 
a wide variety of books, maps, prints, and single-
sheet items. However, to many of us today, he is 
a figure worthy of study because of the variety 
of items he published. Even so, relatively little 
has been written about him. My introduc-
tion focuses on what has been published 
on Magnus to date, where archival and 
other information on him is located, and 
some of my experiences while research-
ing him (fig. I-1). 

In 1986, Helena Zinkham of the Library  
of Congress, who had worked as print 
curator at the New-York Historical So-
ciety from 1980 to 1984, presented a pa-
per on Magnus at the eighteenth North 
American Print Conference, held in 
New York City. Entitled “The Pictorial 
Lettersheets of Charles Magnus: City 
Views on Stationery,” Zinkham did a 
masterful job discussing Magnus’ ca-
reer. Unfortunately, her paper has not 
been published. Going beyond letter-
sheets, she touched on Magnus’ ties to 
Germany and the German-American 
community, listed his New York City 
workplace addresses, and compared 
his lettersheet illustrations to imag-
ery appearing in guidebooks and on  

I-1    A curiously cut portrait of Charles 
Magnus from 1899 mounted on 
cardboard. Someone has written on  
the back: “Grandpa Charles Magnus 73 
years old.” 
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business stationery. Additionally, Zinkham considered envelopes and songsheets 
that Magnus printed, his use of the same image on different products, and his 
marketing skills.

Before Zinkham’s paper, a few other studies had been devoted exclusively to 
Magnus. Four stand out. Raymond Marsh published “Some Characteristics of 
Charles Magnus and His Products (1826-1900)” in The Amer�can Ph�latel�st in 
1949. Marsh furnished his readers with basic information about Magnus—his 
genealogy, German roots, and New York City directory listings—and summa-
rized the kinds of items he printed. Family photographs and the transcription 
of a letter about the Magnus family from Magnus’ granddaughter, who was then 
living in Germany, rounded out the article (fig. I-2).

Four years later George N. Malpass published “United States Patriotic Song 
Envelopes of the Civil War, Including a Check-List of Magnus Patriotic Song Let-
tersheets” in The Collectors Club Ph�latel�st. Noting that Magnus was the foremost 
publisher of patriotic designs, Malpass recorded 211 songsheets of his by name 
and offered comments about songsheets from other printers. 

“Charles Magnus, Versatile Printer,” by Harry M. Buten, appeared in the Feb-
ruary-March 1954 issue of The Amer�can-German Re��ew. Just three pages, this 
article coincided with an exhibition in Philadelphia at the Carl Schurz Memorial 
Foundation, the publisher of the periodical, showing fifty-one steel, copper, and 
brass plates once used by Magnus. Buten stated that four plates had been restored 
in 1937 and that new prints had been created from them at that time (see fig. I-6).

Finally, in February 1985, Ronald Rayman published “Charles Magnus, 

I-2    Raymond Marsh was so enamored of Charles Magnus that he used one 
of his prints showing New York City’s Crystal Palace on his personal envelopes. 
(The Library Company of Philadelphia)
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Printer for Half-a-Century, 1850-1900” in Hobb�es. Three pages and heavily il-
lustrated, Rayman’s article repeated much that others had already said.

These publications have been supplemented by other books and articles that 
include sections on Magnus and specific aspects of his work. Seven deserve special 
attention. The first is Amer�can Song Sheets, Sl�p Ballads and Poet�cal Broads�des, 
�850-�870: A Catalogue of the Collect�on of The L�brary Company of Ph�ladelph�a, 
by Edwin Wolf.1 In it are numerous references to and illustrations of Magnus’ 
work. The second, in a sense a companion piece, was also written by Wolf and 
published by the Library Company, in that organization’s annual report for 1960. 
Pages nineteen to thirty-three contain a discussion of Civil War songsheets, plac-
ing Magnus in the context of his contemporaries. Third is The Handbook of C���l 
War Patr�ot�c En�elopes and Postal H�story, volume one, compiled by Robert W. 
Grant,2 in which Magnus is singled out in chapter four. Published by the Ephem-
era Society of America in 1994, Rewards of Mer�t: Tokens of a Ch�ld’s Progress and 
a Teacher’s Esteem as an Endur�ng Aspect of Amer�can Rel�g�ous and Secular Edu-
cat�on, by Patricia Fenn and Alfred A. Malpa, contains six colorfully illustrated 
pages describing Magnus’ rewards. V�ews and V�ewmakers of Urban Amer�ca: 
L�thographs of Towns and C�t�es �n the Un�ted States and Canada … �8�5-�9�5, 
by John W. Reps,3 at nearly 600 pages, is a comprehensive resource covering what 
its title suggests and contains several illustrations of Magnus’ city views. Finally, 
two books by James W. Milgram, Federal C���l War Postal H�story4 and Abraham 
L�ncoln Illustrated En�elopes and Letter Paper, �860-�865,5 admirably cover the 
topics in their titles and refer to Magnus’ work.

In addition to what has been published on paper, considerable information is 
available on Magnus electronically. Thousands of web sites feature his work and 
discuss his contributions to American bibliography.6 In sifting through what is 
available online, several kinds of resources relating to Magnus present themselves: 
catalogs of collections in research libraries housing Magnus imprints; catalogs—
both retail and auction—offering Magnus items for sale; newspaper and other 
databases; and random Magnus listings.

Not surprisingly the Library of Congress has recorded its Magnus holdings 
online, much of it in its “America Singing: Nineteenth-Century Song Sheets”7 
1.  Published by the Library Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 1963.
2.  Published by the author in Hanover, Mass., 1977.
3.  Published by the University of Missouri Press, Columbia, Mo., 1984.
4.  Published by Northbrook Publishing Co., Lake Forest Ill., 2007.
5.  Published by Northbrook Publishing Co., Lake Forest, Ill., 1984.
6.  Searches for the name “Charles Magnus” also lead to different individuals, including Charles Magnus Ven 

Polypheme, the main character in a series of fantasy books for young adults by Elizabeth Haydon; the historical 
figure Charlemagne, who is also known as Carolus Magnus, or Charles the Great; and Charles Magnus 
Wrangel, a clergyman and native of Sweden who was indefatigable in promoting the Lutheran Church in 
America in and around Philadelphia.

7.  http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/amsshtml/amsshome.html. 
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collection where there are approximately 125 Magnus imprints. Titles range from 
All’s for the Best to Young Amer�ca and Ould Ireland. In addition, there are Magnus 
records in LC’s online catalog8 as well as in its Prints and Photographs Division 
catalog.9

Johns Hopkins University houses The Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Mu-
sic.10 It contains about 29,000 items collected by Levy—a hat maker by trade, but  
a musicologist at heart—during the course of fifty-five years, and comprehen-
sively documents the history of nineteenth-century American music. In it are 
about 150 of Magnus’ illustrated songsheets. Thankfully, Levy was not content to 
collect just one example of texts of songs that Magnus published. Had he done 
so, he would have missed the different illustrations Magnus used to ornament his 
songsheets. For example, Magnus printed the lyrics to the tune V��a l’Amer�ca at 
least four times, using a different image to ornament each one; they are all in the 
Levy collection.

Another splendid collection of music is located at the Center for Popular Music 
at Middle Tennessee State University.11 Established in 1985, the center is a research 
resource devoted to the study of American popular music from the pre-revolu-
tionary era to the present. It has 200 examples of Magnus’ songsheets.

While these three online resources are academic in nature and focus on song-
sheets, Stamp Auction Network12 is an interactive electronic resource for people 
to use to sell and buy items related to philately. Magnus prints, illustrated let-
terheads, and especially envelopes from the Civil War era are plentiful. 

At Winterthur, we have digitized our Magnus holdings, and they are available 
through a special database.13 Additionally, we provide a detailed finding aid for 
our Magnus collection.14 

Google Books15 contains an online copy of a sales catalog that includes Magnus 
imprints. Beginning on April 18, 1910, the American Art Galleries auctioned a 
collection of Americana, featuring engravings belonging to the late Edwin Bab-
cock Holden (1861-1906), a bibliophile and at the time of his death, president 
of the Grolier Club. In it are twelve Magnus items, including the steel plate used 
to produce his New York, Brooklyn & W�ll�amsburg print together with a recent 
proof.16 Google Books also contains the texts of two books that Magnus illustrated: 

8.  http://catalog.loc.gov.
9.  http://www.loc.gov/pictures.
10.  http://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/levy-about.html.
11.  http://popmusic.mtsu.edu. 
12.  http://stampauctionnetwork.com. 
13.  http://content.winterthur.org:2011/cdm/landingpage/collection/magnus.
14.  http://findingaid.winterthur.org/html/HTML_Finding_Aids/COL0123.htm. 
15.  http://books.google.com. 
16.  Catalogue of the Very Important Collect�on of Rare Amer�cana and F�ne Engra��ngs Formed by the Late Edw�n 

Babcock Holden (New York: American Art Association, 1910).




